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Abstract—Hypersonic flight conditions produce temperature
variations that can alter the flight dynamics. A nonlinear
temperature dependent, parameter varying state-space repre-
sentation is proposed to capture the aerothermoelastic effects
in a hypersonic vehicle. This model includes an uncertain pa-
rameter varying state matrix, an uncertain parameter varying
non-square (column deficient) input matrix, and a nonlinear
additive bounded disturbance. A Lyapunov-based continuous
robust output feedback controller is developed that yields global
exponential tracking of a reference model, despite the presence
of disturbances that do not satisfy the linear-in-the parameters
(LP) assumption.

I. INTRODUCTION1

Design of guidance and control systems for airbreathing

hypersonic vehicles (HSV) is a challenging task because the

dynamics of the HSV are complex and highly coupled [1].

Moreover, temperature-induced stiffness variations impact

the structural dynamics [2]. The structural dynamics, in

turn, affect the aerodynamic properties. Vibration in the

forward fuselage changes the apparent turn angle of the flow,

which results in changes in the pressure distribution over

the forebody of the aircraft. The resulting changes in the

pressure distribution over the aircraft manifest themselves

as thrust, lift, drag, and pitching moment perturbations [1].

To develop control laws for the longitudinal dynamics of

a HSV capable of compensating for these structural and

aerothermoelastic effects, surface temperature variations and

structural dynamics must be considered.

Several results have examined the challenges associated

with the dynamics and control of HSVs. A detailed analytical

model of the longitudinal dynamics was undertaken by

Chavez and Schmidt [3]. A slightly different approach to

develop the model was undertaken by Bolender and Doman

in [1] and [4], which was further developed by the same

authors in [5] and [6]. Another model of the hypersonic

vehicle was developed using piston theory [7]. Several results

discuss various control strategies and sensor placement for

the vehicle using the above models [8], [9]. In [10]–[12],

HSV flight controllers are designed using genetic algorithms

to search a design parameter space where the nonlinear lon-

gitudinal equations of motion contain uncertain parameters.

The control designs in [10] and [11] utilize Monte Carlo

simulations to estimate system robustness at each search

1This research is supported in part by NASA NNX07AC46A with
program manager of Don Soloway.

iteration. The design in [12] uses fuzzy logic to control the

attitude of the HSV about a single low end flight condi-

tion. While the approaches in [10]–[12] generate stabilizing

controllers, the procedures are computationally demanding

and require multiple evaluation simulations of the objective

function. In [13], an adaptive gain-scheduled controller is

designed. Using estimates of the scheduled parameters, a

semi-optimal controller is developed to adaptively attain K4
control performance. The controller in [13] yields uniformly

bounded stability due to the effects of approximation errors

and algorithmic errors in the neural networks. Feedback

linearization techniques are applied to the control-oriented

HSV model derived in [14] to design a nonlinear controller.

The model used in [14] is based on the HSV longitudinal

dynamic model developed in [4]. The control design in [14]

neglects variations in thrust lift parameters, altitude, and dy-

namic pressure. Two linear output feedback tracking control

methods are presented in [8]. Sensor placement strategies are

developed in the first controller to increase observability, and

full state information is reconstructed and used with a state-

feedback controller. A robust output feedback technique is

developed for the second controller, which does not rely on

state observation. In [8], the reference trajectories must be

slow to avoid inducing oscillations in the inputs during the

transient. There remains a need for a continuous controller,

which is capable of achieving exponential tracking for a

HSV dynamic model containing aerothermoelastic effects

and unmodeled disturbances.

Aerothermoelasticity is the response of elastic structures to

aerodynamic heating and loading. Aerothermoelastic effects

cannot be ignored in hypersonic flight. The results in [2]

illustrate that temperature effects can destabilize the HSV

system. A loss of stiffness induced by aerodynamic heating

was determined to potentially induce dynamic instability in

supersonic/hypersonic flight speed regimes [15]. The result in

[15] also illustrated that active control can be used to expand

the flutter boundary and convert unstable limit cycle oscilla-

tions (LCO) to stable LCO. An active structural controller is

developed in [16], which accounts for variations in the HSV

structural properties resulting from aerothermoelastic effects.

The control design in [16] models the structural dynamics

using a LPV framework. As stated in [16], the benefits

to using the LPV framework are two-fold: the dynamics

can be represented as a single model, and controllers can

be designed that have affine dependency on the operating
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parameters.

A nonlinear temperature-dependent parameter varying

state-space representation is proposed in this paper to cap-

ture the aerothermoelastic effects in a hypersonic vehicle.

This model includes an uncertain parameter varying state

matrix, an uncertain parameter varying non-square (column

deficient) input matrix, and a nonlinear additive bounded

disturbance. A robust, continuous Lyapunov-based controller

is developed that yields global exponential tracking of a

reference model, despite the presence of disturbances that

do not satisfy the linear-in-the parameters (LP) assumption.

II. HSV MODEL

A. Rigid Body & Elastic Dynamics

To incorporate structural dynamics and aerothermoelastic

effects in the HSV dynamic model, an assumed modes model

is considered for the longitudinal dynamics [5] as

Ẏ =
W cos (�)�G

p
� j sin (� � �) (1)

k̇ = Y sin (� � �) (2)

�̇ = �
O+ W sin (�)

pY
+T+

j

Y
cos (� � �) (3)

�̇ = T (4)

Ṫ =
P

L||
(5)

�̈l = �2�l$l�̇l � $
2
l �l +Ql, l = 1> 2> 3= (6)

In (1)-(6), p 5 R denotes the vehicle mass, L|| 5 R is

the moment of inertia, j 5 R is the acceleration due to

gravity, W (w) 5 R denotes thrust, G (w) 5 R denotes drag,
O (w) 5 R is lift, Y (w) 5 R denotes the forward velocity,
and P (w) 5 R is pitching moment about the body |-

axis. In (6), �l (w) > $l (w) 5 R are the damping factor and
natural frequency of the lwk flexible mode, respectively, �l (w)
;l = 1> 2> 3 denotes the lwk generalized structural mode
displacement, and Ql (w) ;l = 1> 2> 3 denote generalized
elastic forces. The terms � (w) > T (w) 5 R are the pitch

angle and pitch rate, respectively, and � (w) 5 R denotes the
angle of attack. The equations that define the aerodynamic

and generalized moments and forces are lengthy and are

omitted for brevity. Details of the moments and forces are

provided in [1]. Because of aerothermolelastic interactions,

the temperature profile of the hypersonic vehicle will vary in

time. As the temperature profile changes, the damping factors

and natural frequencies of the flexible modes will change.

B. Temperature Profile Model

The effects of temperature variation on the flight dynamics

of a HSV need to be analyzed and understood to develop an

effective control law. The temperature variations have an im-

pact on the structural dynamics as it affects the mode shapes

and natural frequencies, and hence, the flight dynamics. The

natural frequencies of a continuous beam are a function of the

mass distribution of the beam and the stiffness. In turn, the

stiffness is a function of Young’s Modulus (E) and admissible

mode functions. Hence, by modeling Young’s Modulus as a

TABLE I

NATURAL FREQUENCIES FOR THE 5 LINEAR TEMPERATURE PROFILES.

Mode 1 2 3 4 5 Reduction

1 23.0 23.5 23.9 24.3 24.7 6.96 %
2 49.9 50.9 51.8 52.6 53.5 6.85 %
3 98.9 101.0 102.7 104.4 106.2 6.88 %

function of temperature, the effect of temperature on flight

dynamics can be captured.

Different temperature gradients along the fuselage are in-

troduced into the model. The subsequent analysis is restricted

to decreasing gradients from the nose to the tail as it is

expected that the nose will always be the hottest part of

the structure. The material of the fuselage below the thermal

protection system is assumed to be Titanium [6], [17]. Fig.

1 shows the fifteen temperature profiles introduced into the

model.
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Fig. 1. HSV surface temperature profiles varying between Wqrvh =
9000I , Wwdlo = 500

0
I and Wqrvh = 500

0
I , Wwdlo = 100

0
I .

Table I shows the variation in the natural frequencies

for the linear temperature profiles. For all three natural

modes, Table I shows that the natural frequency for the

first temperature profile is almost 7% lower than that of the

fifth temperature profile. Fig. 2 shows the mode shapes for

a single temperature profile. The asymmetric shape of the

modes shown in Fig. 2 is due to the variations in Young’s

Modulus resulting from the fact that each of the 9 fuselage

sections (see Fig. 1) has a different temperature.

C. Control Model

Based on [16], the HSV dynamics can be modeled as a

combination of linear-parameter-varying (LPV) state matri-

ces and nonlinearities arising from unmodeled effects as

{̇ = D (� (w)){+E (� (w))x+ i (w) (7)

| = F{= (8)
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Fig. 2. Mode shapes for the hypersonic vehicle.

In (7) and (8), the state vector { (w) 5 R
11 is composed

of 5 flight and 6 structural dynamic states including both
modal velocity �̇l (w) and displacement �l (w). Also in (7),
D (� (w)) 5 R11×11 denotes a linear parameter varying state
matrix, E (� (w)) 5 R11×3 denotes a column deficient, linear
parameter varying input matrix, F 5 R3×11 denotes a known

output matrix, x(w) 5 R3 denotes a vector of control inputs,
� (w) represents the unknown time-dependent temperature
profile of the aircraft, and i(w) 5 R

11 represents a time-

dependent unknown, nonlinear disturbance.

The matrices D (� (w)) and E (� (w)), have the standard
linear parameter-varying form [16]

D (�> w) = D0 +
vP

l=1

zl (� (w))Dl (9)

E (�> w) = E0 +
vP

l=1

yl (� (w))El (10)

where D0 5 R
11×11 and E0 5 R

11×3 represent known

nominal matrices with unknown variations zl (� (w))Dl
and yl (� (w))El for l = 1> 2> ===> v, where Dl 5

U11×11 and El 5 U11×3 are time-invariant matrices, and

zl (� (w)) > yl (� (w)) 5 R are parameter-dependent weighting
terms. Knowledge of the nominal matrix E0 will be exploited

in the subsequent control design.

The state, output, and input vectors are given explicitly as

{ =
£
Y � T k � �1 �̇1 �2 �̇2 �3 �̇3

¤W

| =
£
Y � T

¤W

x =
£
�h �f Dg !i

¤W
(11)

where �h (w) and �f (w) denote the elevator and canard
deflection angles, respectively, Dg (w) is the diffuser nozzle
area ratio, !i (w) is the fuel mixture ratio, and the output and
state variables are introduced in (1)-(5).

Remark 1: The control inputs being used are �h (w), �f (w),
and Dg (w). The fuel mixture ratio !i (w) is left at its
operational trim condition without loss of generality.

To facilitate the subsequent control design, a reference

model is given as

{̇p = Dp{p +Ep� (12)

|p = F{p (13)

where Dp 5 R
11×11 and Ep 5 R

11×3 denote the state

and input matrices, respectively, where Dp is Hurwitz,

� (w) 5 R
3 is a vector of reference inputs, |p (w) 5 R

3

are the reference outputs, and F was defined in (8). The

design is intended to exhibit favorable transient response

characteristics and to achieve zero steady-state error.

Assumption 1: The nonlinear disturbance i (w) and its
first two time derivatives are assumed to exist and be bounded

by known constants.

Assumption 2: The matrices D (� (w)) and E (� (w)) and
their time derivatives satisfy the following inequalities:

kD (� (w))kl4 � �D kE (� (w))kl4 � �E (14)
°°°Ḋ (� (w))

°°°
l4
� �Dg

°°°Ė (� (w))
°°°
l4
� �Eg

where �D> �E > �Dg> �Eg 5 R
+ are known bounding con-

stants, and k·kl4 denotes the induced infinity norm of a

matrix.

III. CONTROL DEVELOPMENT

A. Control Objective

The control objective is to ensure that the output |(w)
tracks the time-varying output generated from the reference

model in (12) and (13). To quantify the control objective, an

output tracking error, denoted by h (w) 5 R3, is defined as

h , | � |p = F ({� {p) = (15)

To facilitate the subsequent analysis, a filtered tracking error

[18], denoted by u (w) 5 R3, is defined as

u , ḣ+ �h (16)

where � 5 R is a positive, constant control gain. To facilitate

the subsequent robust control development, the state vector

{(w) is expressed as

{ (w) = { (w) + {x (w) (17)

where { (w) 5 R11 contains the 3 output states, and {x (w) 5
R
11 contains the remaining 8 states. Likewise, the reference
states {p(w) can also be separated as in (17).
Assumption 3: The states contained in {x(w) in (17) and

the corresponding time derivatives can be further separated

as

{x (w) = {�x (w) + {�x (w) (18)

{̇x (w) = {̇�x (w) + {̇�x (w)

where {�x (w) > {̇�x (w) > {�x (w) > {̇�x (w) 5 R
11 are upper

bounded as

k{�x (w)k � f1 k}k k{�x (w)k � �{x (19)

k{̇�x (w)k � f2 k}k k{̇�x (w)k � � {̇x
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where }(w) 5 R6 is defined as

} ,
£
hW uW

¤W
(20)

and f1> f2> �{x> � {̇x 5 R are known non-negative bounding

constants (i.e., the constants could be zero for different

classes of systems).

B. Open-Loop Error System

The open-loop tracking error dynamics can be developed

by taking the time derivative of (16) and using the expres-

sions in (7)-(13) to obtain

u̇ = Q̃ +Qg + FĖx+ FEẋ� h= (21)

The auxiliary functions Q̃ ({> {̇> h> {p> {̇p> w) 5 R
3 and

Qg

³
{p> {̇p> �> �̇> w

´
5 R3 in (21) are defined as

Q̃ , FD ({̇� {̇p) + FḊ ({� {p) (22)

+FD{̇�x + FḊ{�x + �ḣ+ h

and

Qg , Fi̇ (w) + FD{̇�x + FḊ{�x (23)

+FD{̇p + FḊ{p � FDp{̇p � FEp�̇=

Motivation for the selective grouping of the terms in (22) and

(23) is derived from the fact that the following inequalities

can be developed [19], [20]:
°°°Q̃
°°° � �0 k}k kQgk � �Qg

> (24)

where �0> �Qg
5 R+ are known bounding constants.

C. Closed-Loop Error System

Based on the expression in (21) and the subsequent

stability analysis, the control input is designed as

x = � (FE0)
�1 [(nv + L3×3) h (w)� (nv + L3×3) h (0)]

� (FE0)
�1

Z w

0

(nx kx (�)k vjq (u (�))

+ (nv + L3×3) �h (�) + n�vjq (u (�))) g� (25)

where nx> nv> n� 5 R
3×3 denote positive definite, diagonal

constant control gain matrices, E0 5 R
11×3 is introduced in

(10), vjq (·) denotes the standard signum function where the
function is applied to each element of the vector argument,

and Lt×t denotes a t × t identity matrix. A possible deficit
of this control design is that it requires measurement of the

sign of the acceleration-dependent term u (w). However, in the
context of flight control, it is commonly assumed that accel-

eration measurements are available [21]–[23]. For example,

in [24], lateral acceleration measurements are provided by

an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU), and a high-gravity

SOI-MEMS accelerometer is used in [25] to measure flight

acceleration.

After substituting the time derivative of (25) into (21), the

error dynamics can be expressed as

u̇ = Q̃ +Qg � ̃nx kx (w)k vjq (u (w)) (26)

+FĖx� ̃ (nv + L3×3) u (w)

�̃n�vjq (u (w))� h

where the auxiliary matrix ̃ (� (w)) 5 R3×3 is defined as

̃ , FE (FE0)
�1

(27)

where ̃ (� (w)) can be separated into diagonal (i.e.,

� (� (w)) 5 R3×3) and off-diagonal (i.e., � (� (w)) 5 R3×3)
components as

̃ = �+�= (28)

Assumption 4: The subsequent development is based

on the assumption that the uncertain matrix ̃ (� (w)) is
diagonally dominant in the sense that

�min (�)� k�kl4 A % (29)

where % 5 R+ is a known constant. Preliminary results show

this assumption is mild in the sense that (29) is satisfied for

a wide range of E (� (w)) 6= E0.

IV. STABILITY ANALYSIS

Theorem 1: The controller given in (25) ensures that the

output tracking error is regulated in the sense that

kh(w)k � k}(0)k exp (��1w) ;w 5 [0>4) (30)

where �1 5 R
+ is a constant, provided the control gains nx,

nv, and n� introduced in (25) are selected according to the

following sufficient conditions:

�min (nx) �
�Eg
%

�min (nv) A
�20

4%min {�> %}
(31)

�min (n�) A
�Qg

%
(32)

where �0 and �Qg
are introduced in (24), % is introduced

in (29), �Eg is introduced in (14), and �min (·) denotes the
minimum eigenvalue of the argument.

Proof: Let YO (}> w) : R6 × [0>4) $ R be a

continuously differentiable, positive definite function defined

as

YO (}> w) ,
1

2
hW h+

1

2
uW u (33)

where h (w) and u (w) are defined in (15) and (16), respec-
tively. After taking the time derivative of (33) and utilizing

(16), (26), and (28), ẎO (}> w) can be expressed as

ẎO (}> w) = ��hW h+ uW Q̃ + uWFĖx

�uW� (nv + L3×3) u � u
W
� (nv + L3×3) u

�uW� kx (w)k nxvjq (u) (34)

�uW� kx (w)k nxvjq (u)

�uW�n�vjq (u)� u
W
�n�vjq (u) + u

WQg=

After utilizing (14), (24), and (29), ẎO (}> w) can be upper
bounded as

ẎO (}> w) � �� khk2 � % kuk2 �
£
%�min (n�)� �Qg

¤
kuk

� [%�min (nx)� �Eg] kuk kxk

+�0 kuk k}k� %�min (nv) kuk
2
= (35)

If nx and n� satisfy the sufficient gain conditions in (31) and

(32), the bracketed terms in (35) are positive, and ẎO (}> w)
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can be upper bounded using the squares of the components

of } (w) as:

ẎO (}> w) � �� khk
2
�% kuk2�

h
%�min (nv) kuk

2
� �0 kuk k}k

i
=

(36)

Completing the squares for the bracketed terms in (36) yields

ẎO (}> w) � �

µ
min {�> %}�

�20
4%�min (nv)

¶
k}k2 = (37)

The inequality in (37) can be used to show that YO (w) 5
L4; hence h (w) > u (w) 5 L4. Given that h (w) > u (w) 5
L4, standard linear analysis methods can be used to prove
that ḣ (w) 5 L4 from (16). Since h (w) > ḣ (w) 5 L4, the
assumption that |p (w) > |̇p (w) 5 L4 can be used along

with (15) to prove that | (w) > |̇ (w) 5 L4. Given that
| (w) > |̇ (w) > h (w) > u (w) 5 L4, the vector { (w) 5 L4, the
time derivative {̇ (w) 5 L4, and (17)-(19) can be used to
show that { (w) > {̇ (w) 5 L4. Given that { (w) > {̇ (w) 5 L4,
Assumptions 1 and 2 can be utilized along with (7) to show

that x (w) 5 L4.
The definition for YO (}> w) in (33) can be used along with

inequality (37) to show that YO (}> w) can be upper bounded
as

ẎO (}> w) � ��2YO (}> w) (38)

where �2 5 R
+ is a constant, provided the sufficient

condition in (31) is satisfied. The differential inequality in

(38) can be solved as

YO (}> w) � YO (} (0) > 0) exp (��2w) = (39)

Hence, (20), (33), and (39) can be used to bound } (w) as

k} (w)k � k} (0)k exp

µ
�
�2

2
w

¶
;w 5 [0>4) = (40)

Based on the definition of } (w), (40) can be used to show
that

kh (w)k � k}(0)k exp

µ
�
�2

2
w

¶
;w 5 [0>4) = (41)

V. CONCLUSION

A robust HSV tracking controller is presented, which

achieves global exponential tracking control of a model

reference system where the plant dynamics contain state-

varying parametric uncertainty, aerothermoelastic effects,

and a bounded non-LP disturbance. This result represents

the first ever application of a continuous, robust model

reference control strategy for a HSV system with additive,

non-LP disturbances and aerothermoelastic effects, where

the control input is multiplied by an uncertain, column

deficient, parameter-varying matrix. A Lyapunov-based sta-

bility analysis is provided to verify the theoretical result and

indicates the proposed controller is robust to sensor noise,

exogenous perturbations, parametric uncertainty, and plant

nonlinearities, while simultaneously exhibiting the capability

to emulate a reference model.
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